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E XECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fake News has had a profound effect on the 
British public’s perceptions of the media and is 
driving an increased scepticism of news publishers, 
according to the findings of our 2018 research.

According to an independent survey of 
2,000 Britons1, 69% believe fake news 
should be a criminal offence. 

55% of people are more sceptical about what 
they read in all forms of media, and 60% of Britons 
independently fact check what they read, with 
the majority citing fake news as the reason.



The research, commissioned by 
Instinctif Partners, also finds that the 
public’s level of trust remains highest 
for traditional, mainstream media 
platforms compared to social media. 
However, the gap in trust between 
social and traditional media has not 
changed significantly compared to last 
year. This implies that social platforms 
have largely weathered the storm of 
the past year, despite intense public 
pressure on platforms like Facebook.

Our research highlights that while 
social media has suffered the greatest 
backlash for hosting false news, 
it is the mainstream media which 
has the greatest opportunity to 
improve its standing and perceptions 
amongst the public. To fully capitalise, 
mainstream media providers must 
take clear, unambiguous and proactive 
action to win the battle for the public’s 
trust in the age of fake news.

• 69% of Britons believe fake news should be a criminal offence - In total 69% of respondent 
 believed that either the platform, the poster, or both should be held criminally liable for fake news

• 55% of Britons say the rise in fake news has made them more sceptical of what they  
 read in all forms of media 

• Nearly one in two Britons (49%) say the rise in fake news has made them more wary 
 of clicking on news stories from non-traditional sources

• Readers are putting a greater premium on verified truth – 60% of respondents said they 
 fact check the news they read, with the same proportion attributing this behaviour to fake news

• Mainstream platforms are the preferred sources of fact checking – 58% of people 
 use the BBC to verify their news, 34% use traditional media, and 15% use social media

• Established, traditional platforms are considered the most trustworthy media – radio and 
 TV score 3.5 (out of 5) in terms of trust, traditional media 3.2, Twitter 2.5, blogs 2.3 and Facebook 2.2 

• The difference in trust between social and mainstream media is narrowing  
 – despite greater criticism of social media over the past year, little has changed 
 in terms of trust between the mainstream and social media.

• Analysing Facebook’s response to fake news during 2018, less than one in five people believe 
 that Mark Zuckerberg’s interventions restored their trust in Facebook during the year. Just  
 19% thought Zuckerberg’s actions would reduce the amount of fake news posted on the platform

• Almost one in four Britons agree that it is the responsibility of everyone – from social 
 media platforms and bloggers to editors and the government – to stop fake news



Damian Reece, Managing Partner at Instinctif Partners & 
former-Head of Business for the Telegraph Media Group said:

“Fake news is a blight on the modern media landscape. The public is highly 
aware of it, worried about it and expecting action. Fake news is poisoning 
the well for all. However, there is opportunity for traditional, mainstream 
media brands, particularly news brands, to differentiate themselves.  
But a sceptical audience requires proof.

Our research underlines the impact fake news is having. Traditional news 
sources might not consider fake news a direct threat, leaving it to others 
to address. But the attitudes of readers and the public indicates this would 
be a strategic mistake and a missed opportunity. The preferences and 
expectations of commercially valuable audiences are changing, and they 
want all media to accept responsibility for addressing the threat of fake 
news and take action to restore confidence in the media.

Responding effectively to fake news offers a rare opportunity to build  
trust and re-establish loyalty with audiences. But this must be earned, and 
the media must formulate and articulate their strategies to combat fake 
news by committing and investing in fact-based reporting and analysis.”



I NTRODUCTION

Fake news is not new news. While lies, hoaxes and spin 
are as old as communication itself, the combination 
of user-generated stories, social media and online 
advertising pose an unprecedented threat.

In 2016, the term ‘fake news’ emerged linked to 
controversy surrounding the US Presidential election. 
What began as an odd series of inaccurate claims 
emanating from Macedonia2, became a suspected 
influence in the US election3 after social media amplified 
these stories to reach thousands of viewers.

While the true political impact of such stories is difficult 
to measure, their reach is clear – according to the media 
editor of BuzzFeed, the top 20 pieces of fake news about 
the Presidential election gained more engagement than 
the top 20 true articles from 19 major media sources4. 

In the space of a few years, fake news has grown from 
obscurity to become a global phenomenon, named  
as Collins Dictionary’s Word of the Year 20175.

Given its potential to influence and mislead – a risk 
accentuated by social media and digital advertising - 
fake news cannot be overlooked. It can be legitimately 
regarded as both a threat to the long term viability 
of traditional media platforms and a threat to the 
democratic process. The term itself has also been 
criticised, used as a ‘weapon’ to undermine  
confidence in journalism6. 



During the past year, fake news has been at the centre of 
high-profile controversies across international media, with 
Facebook’s founder and CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, standing 
before the EU Parliament and US Congress after misuse  
of data and misinformation were exposed on the social  
media platform.

Digital advertising, social media and user-generated posts 
mean a single, unverified story can be seen by millions,  
leaving social media platforms exposed to serious  
reputational damage. 

But all platforms and media providers compete for audiences’ 
attention and traditional media channels occupy the same 
space as blogs, government websites, podcasts, social media 
and video channels. All media are interconnected, in the minds 
of their audiences, as a result. 

Audience preferences may also be influenced by a culture of 
clickbait, misinformation, and advertising algorithms. But does 
this culture create more gullible or more vigilant audiences?

And ultimately what does it mean for the modern media? 
Could user-generated content benefit from more stringent fact 
checking processes online, or will traditional media rise to the 
challenge and use fake news as a way of differentiating their 
own output from other platforms?



A NEW KIND OF READER

Much of the public interest in fake news 
has been driven by US politics and 
Facebook - in October, it was revealed 
that Russia-backed content reached 
as many as 126 million Americans on 
Facebook during and after the 2016 
Presidential election, with Facebook 
founder Mark Zuckerberg appearing 
before Congress in April.

Fake news also hit the headlines with 
Donald Trump’s controversial ‘Fake 
News Awards’ in January 2018, which 
saw the Google search frequency of 
“fake news” reach its highest point  
over the past 12 months. So how have 
such stories affected perceptions  
and attitudes surrounding fake  
news and media in the past year?



UNDERSTANDING FAKE NEWS
The term ‘fake news’ encompasses more than one idea – it can refer to a range of content from intentionally misleading information 
aimed at undermining individuals, companies or political parties, to unsubstantiated rumours surfacing in newspapers.

Fake news can have modest beginnings but easily gain traction and extensive reach. A single well-placed hoax can be 
picked up by dozens of blogs, transmitted by hundreds of websites and shared across thousands of social media accounts. 
Ultimately, as a result of such ubiquity, the hoax can gain a veneer of credibility.

The danger that fake news poses is certainly not lost on readers, with an EU study finding that 85% of 
Europeans perceive fake news as a problem in their country and 83% seeing it as a problem for democracy.

Falsehood knowingly 
distributed candidate 

or election

ParodyFalsehood distributed 
for financial gain

 Misleading or 
exaggerated claims



CHANGING ATTITUDES?
Fake news could result in a more sceptical type of reader, one less 
likely to be duped by sensationalist and unverified claims; there have 
been many publicised examples of widely-shared misinformation, so 
current readers may be less likely to take what they read at face value.

The Instinctif Partners research supports this conclusion, with 55% 
of Britons revealing that the rise in fake news had made them more 
sceptical of what they read in all forms of media. Just 3% said fake 
news had lessened their scepticism, although about a third said that 
it had made no difference. In a separate question, 49% felt the rise in 
fake news had made them more wary of clicking on news stories from 
non-traditional sources. This indicates that while overall scepticism 
may be driven largely by a distrust in non-traditional sources, this 
contaminates all forms of media and erodes trust in all platforms.

It appears media audiences are now more watchful and sceptical  
about the news they consume. In response, audiences are seeking  
ways to verify their news. In an era of widespread fake news,  
readers put a greater premium on verified facts.

There are many ways for people to authenticate what they read, hear 
and watch, such as through independent fact checking websites such 
as Snopes or Full Fact. They also rely on sources such as the BBC. In 
general, established, mainstream media brands are preferred over social 
platforms for fact checking. 58% of people use the BBC to verify their news 
and over a third (34%) said they use traditional media. This compares to 
just 15% fact checking through social media and 7% using forums.

Our survey also indicates that fake news has caused greater vigilance  
in readers. Overall, six in ten Britons said they are now more likely to  
verify the news they read because of fake news. In total, 61% of Britons 
say that they fact check the news stories at least some of the time. 
Younger audiences are slightly more likely to fact check their news:  
65% of 18 to 24-year olds said they fact check their news, compared  
to 58% of those over 55.

More likely

No change

Less Likely 

I don’t know

More sceptical No difference Less sceptical I don’t know

55%

35%

60%

32%

5%

3% 4%

8%

Has the phenomenon of fake news made 
you more sceptical or less sceptical of 
what you read in all forms of media?  

Do you think that fake 
news has made you 
more likely or less likely 
to verify or fact check 
the news you read?



CHANGING ATTITUDES?
Older generations are more likely to favour established platforms such as the BBC for fact checking – almost 
two-thirds of those over 55 say they use the BBC, compared to less than half of 18 to 24-year olds. While 24% 
of Britons use fact checking websites to verify their news, for 35 to 44-year olds this figure was 34%.

The fact that fake news has engendered a more sceptical audience could be a positive development. For platforms 
that prioritise accuracy and quality of news, an engaged reader who values facts is a strength. It is an opportunity for 
publications to differentiate themselves and prove their methods are the most trustworthy.

Forums

How do you verify your news?

Fact-checking 
websites

Social media Online articles 
confirming the 

news

Friends, family or 
colleagues

Traditional 
media

By researching 
the author

The BBC

7%

24%

15%

34%

16%

34%

20%

58%



T RUST IN PLATFORMS

The trustworthiness of traditional 
platforms may prove to be a key 
differentiator in an era of widespread 
misinformation. But how do viewers 
currently perceive different sources 
of news in terms of trustworthiness?



TRUST IN 
DIFFERENT PLATFORMS

Although most high-profile controversies regarding 
fake news and misinformation have surfaced on online 
and social platforms, this has not always been the case. 
In early 2018, a British newspaper admitted  to posting 
articles, including claims which were known to be 
‘critically flawed, based on misleading unverified data’. 

While fake news is often created online, over time it 
may feed into and influence other platforms. 2017 
research from academic journal Cosmopolitan Civil 
Societies  argued that widely shared misinformation 
creates a favourable environment for fake news to 
flourish and influence all channels of media, such as 
through the increasing ‘click-bait’ quality of news even 
in mainstream media.

Fake news can affect all media, sowing seeds of doubt 
and undermining confidence across all platforms:
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Mainstream traditional media have provided a mixed response in 
confronting fake news. Many mainstream platforms score high in factual 
reporting measures9, and some offer focused fact checking or ‘reality 
check’ content10/11. Yet, in terms of offering policies to directly address fake 
news at source, less providers have taken clear, visible action. This may be 
because fake news is not seen as a meaningful threat. But trust is a complex 
issue. Mainstream media hold advantages, such as larger budgets and 
independent journalists, but these do not guarantee a monopoly on trust. 

In fact, sceptical audiences may prefer non-institutional forms of media 
while distrusting the agenda of traditional, privately funded media platforms 
seen to have an axe to grind. Add to this the distrust of experts, potentially 
heightened in the digital age12, and the mainstream media cannot simply 
assume the trust of its audiences.

Our research shows that public levels of trust is higher for mainstream 
media platforms, but the gap between traditional and social media 
may not be as wide as expected.

In general, Britons perceive larger, more traditional platforms as more 
trustworthy. Scored from 1 (very untrustworthy) to 5 (very trustworthy), 
radio and television were considered the most reliable (3.5), followed by 
traditional media in print or online (3.2). Facebook feeds scored lowest 
(2.2), with Twitter feeds and partisan blogs slightly higher.

Interestingly, the gap in trust between social and mainstream 
media has not significantly changed since last year, indicating social 
media has managed to weather the storm of public pressure and 
criticism over the past 12 months. In fact, compared to the results 
from the same question last year, the trust score of each of the 
online-focused media (blogs, Facebook and Twitter) had all increased, 
and those of mainstream media have remained virtually flat. 

TRUST IN 
DIFFERENT PLATFORMS
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This is not necessarily a warning to traditional media, which 
remains significantly more trusted than social media. But it shows 
that, despite a growing level of public concern around fake news, 
established media has failed to further separate itself from the pack. 

In terms of combating fake news, only a low proportion of the 
population is satisfied with the current media response. A combined 
24% of Britons thought that mainstream media platforms had done 
the most to combat fake news (14% for broadcast media and 10% 
for traditional print media). While 11% believed Facebook had done 
the most in combating fake news, very few thought Twitter had led 
the initiative (3%) and even fewer thought politicians had engaged 
effectively (2%).

Consumer preferences for independently verified, mainstream 
media may give the traditional platforms an edge in terms of trust, 
but this advantage is not guaranteed. And importantly, consumers 
may still not be willing to pay for this preference. Our research 
shows the mainstream media can further capitalise upon fake 
news to build greater trust, but how should it best respond?

TRUST IN 
DIFFERENT PLATFORMS

Other Politicians Twitter Traditional 
print media 

(newspapers  
& magazines

Facebook Broadcast 
media (radio  
& television

N/A 
no one

Who do you think has done the most to combat fake news?

2% 2% 3%
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%
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R ESPONSES TO FAKE NEWS

The threat of fake news is not lost on 
audiences, and there is certainly desire for 
more to be done in addressing it. Overall, nearly 
seven in ten Britons think fake news should be 
a criminal offence. Asked whom should be held 
criminally responsible, 31% of people believe 
both poster and platform should be liable. A 
total of 69% believe the platform and the party 
responsible for posting should be liable13. 



RESPONSES TO FAKE NEWS

Criminalising fake news has its problems.  In April 2018, Malaysia passed 
a law criminalising fake news under which both citizens on social 
media and journalists could be held liable for posting wholly or partly 
false information, punishable by up to six years in jail. However, the 
controversial law was heavily criticised for stifling free speech and was 
repealed in August. Criminalising fake news, however appealing to a 
concerned public, could be a “censors’ charter”- another reason why 
the mainstream media should be concerned about the rising anxiety 
amongst the public and possible reactions by populist or authoritarian 
politicians to take advantage of those anxieties.

Almost one in four Britons agree that it is the responsibility of everyone 
– from search engines and bloggers to editors and the government – to 
stop fake news. Above all, it is those people researching, writing and 
editing the stories that the public believe are responsible. But can more 
be done on their part?

Yes 
(combined)

Search 
engines

Yes, the 
platform and 

the poster 
should be 

liable

Independent 
bloggers or 

writersYes, the poster 
(or Journalist 

should be 
liable)

Individual 
social media 

platformsYes, the 
platform (or 

Publisher 
should be 

liable)

The 
Government

Don’t know

Editors

No

Journalists Everyone

Do you think publishing fake news should be a criminal offence?

With whom do you think the responsibility lies to 
ensure fake news does not appear in the media?

(tick all that apply)

69
%
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%31

%

13
%

19
%

17
%

19
%

17
%

18
%

26
%
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%
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A number of responses to fake news have been suggested. Some 
of these rely upon user vigilance, to spot and flag false stories aided 
by fact checking resources, while others appeal to developers and 
algorithms to counteract the code which allows such stories to 
spread14. Search engines can also take action, with Google launching 
its Disinfo Lab in 2018 to support stronger journalism and combat 
fake news15. 

But what about the role of the mainstream media? Many newspapers 
publish their editorial codes online and appeal to their history of 
credibility, but often the responsibility is left solely to those sourcing 
stories. In an era of heightened misinformation, the mainstream 
media could be more proactive, clear in its response to fake news, 
and redouble its verification methods and resources around fact 
checking, for instance. 

The BBC, for example, has taken a more proactive approach. Last year, it 
assembled a Reality Check team to shine a light on misinformation and 
debunk deliberately false stories16. But it still recognises it can go further, 
with the BBC’s director-general declaring the team can extend its forces 
and take on fake news directly. Its mission, to ‘fight, publicly and globally, 
for news that people can trust and rely on’ is one few would argue with, 
but others can take up the baton too17.  

RESPONSES TO FAKE NEWS



C ONCLUSION

A culture of fake news has made real 
changes to our media landscape and 
audience attitudes. Far from on the 
decline, this research shows fake news is 
still a present and potentially rising threat. 



CONCLUSION

Fake news has changed the way we read news and consume 
information. But it remains to be seen whether these changes will 
be a help or hindrance to mainstream media. Changing revenue 
strategies and shifting consumer preference have in recent years 
heralded a shift towards more ‘click-bait’ and accessible stories, an 
effect seen across the media. However, this is not the only content 
which can thrive on and offline, and the public clearly value verified, 
trusted, and proven journalistic research.

We have seen that modern audiences, influenced by the 
phenomenon of fake news, value facts. They are willing to go to 
personal lengths to establish what is accurate. And this is equally 
prized in the publications that they read. But this responsibility 
does not fall on any one individual or group – it cannot be left to 
governments, search engines, or social media websites alone to 
address fake news.

And while social media platforms have come under the spotlight, 
they are not the only group under threat. The mainstream media 
can go further in terms of tangibly responding to fake news. If the 
traditional media can get its response right, it can earn the trust 
of increasingly sceptical audiences and fully capitalise on the 
opportunity that fake news presents.

The public view action to combat fake news as a joint-responsibility, 
something all media players have a hand in. We have seen isolated 
pockets of response to fake news, such as the increase in fact-checking 
efforts and greater flagging of unverified content for example. But no 
form of media can assume it is above the problem. Clearly, audiences 
want more action from all that have a hand in producing and posting 
news. If newspapers simply assume the moral high ground, this will do 
little to win over audiences for whom every source of news is a simple 
click away. Positive, clear and public action is required from any media 
brand that wants to set themselves apart.

It is up to the media to actively prove themselves to be trustworthy, 
valuable sources of accurate news. All platforms should work hard to 
avoid crises before they appear and win the trust of their audiences. 
This may be crucial not only in gaining the attention of audiences, but 
supporting quality journalism, credible news, and a financially viable 
media in the future.



C ASE STUDY - FACEBOOK

Over the past year Facebook has 
been heavily involved in scandals 
related to fake news, to which the 
company’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg 
has publicly responded in an 
attempt to regain trust.

The crisis was sparked when 
Cambridge Analytica, a British 
consulting company, acquired 
and analysed the personal data 
of around 87 million Facebook 
users. The data was allegedly 
used to sway voter opinion in 
election campaigns on behalf of 
politicians and parties, including 
Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential 
campaign and the 2016 Brexit vote.



TIMELINE OF THE CRISIS

2010 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Open Graph 
Facebook app 

allows third-party 
developers to 
acquire users’ 
personal data

A Guardian report 
shows Ted Cruz’s 

election campaign 
bought Cambridge 
Analytica’s data on 

millions of users

Top U.S. 
intelligence testifies 

to congress that 
Russian influence 

in the 2016 election 
included fake news 
promoted on social 

media

Facebook publishes 
a guide on improving 

transparency and 
policing of its ads

Zuckerberg testifies 
before Congress, 

apologising for 
Facebook’s failure to 

take responsibility: 
‘We didn’t do enough 
to prevent these tools 
being used for harm. 

That goes for fake news, 
foreign interference in 

elections, and  
hate speech.’

Mark Zuckerberg 
responds to the 
fallout from the 

data and fake 
news scandal in a 

Facebook post

Thousands of Russian-
backed Facebook 
ads, fake accounts 
and pages, running 
from 2016 to 2018, 

are later released by 
the House Intelligence 

Committee

Regulation changes 
require permission 
for third-parties to 

access user’s friends’ 
data, but aren’t applied 

retrospectively, meaning 
Kogan did not delete 

improperly obtained data

Donald Trump’s 
presidential campaign 
team invest heavily in 

Facebook ads supported 
by Cambridge Analytica, 

running content 
including ‘Defeat 
Crooked Hillary’

Mark Zuckerberg 
says the idea that 

fake news influenced 
the presidential 

election is ‘crazy’, 
calls the share of 
misinformation  

on Facebook 
‘relatively small’.

Facebook publishes 
a white paper 

outlining its response 
to fake news 

including ‘building 
new products’ and 

‘disrupting economic 
incentives’ for  

fake news

The Guardian and 
The New York Times 

publish exposes 
revealing that 50 
million Facebook 

profiles (later 
revised to 87 million) 

were harvested by 
Cambridge Analytica

A fortnight after the 
exposes, Zuckerberg 

takes his apologies 
offline and takes out 

full-page adverts 
in several British 

and American 
newspapers to 

apologise.

Cambridge researcher 
Aleksandr Kogan develops 

‘thisisyourdigitallife’ app 
which builds psychological 
profiles of voluntary users, 

harvesting users’ (and 
friends’) personal data



WHAT MEASURES HAS FACEBOOK 
TAKEN TO COMBAT FAKE NEWS?

Two weeks after the exposes, Facebook began to roll out 
measures to combat fake news and ease public concern.  
On a Vox podcast, Zuckerberg identified three sources  
of fake news and strategies to combat them:

 1. Spammers – ‘make it non-economical’ for them

 2. State actors, or ‘Russian interference’ – work  
  with governments and strengthen defences

 3. Fake news from real media – changes  
  to News Feed algorithm to boost broadly  
  trusted sources

Facebook’s responses have also included introducing a tool 
providing more information about shared articles, expanding 
its fact checking efforts and improving the transparency of its 
adverts. It also released a ‘Facing Facts’ Short Film as an insight 
to their ‘fight against misinformation’, one of the first editions 
of its ‘Inside Feed’, claiming to shed light on the ‘people and 
processes behind Facebook’s products and algorithms.’

But did Facebook communicate their message  
in a way that would regain the trust of its users?

In general, our research shows that Facebook’s efforts have been 
only partially successful with just 25% of respondents agreeing that 
‘Facebook’s measures to combat fake news have been adequate’.

In terms of restoring trust, Facebook’s actions and communications 
also fell short of the mark. Less than one in five people said Zuckerberg 
had restored their trust in Facebook, and 19% thought it would reduce 
the amount of fake news posted – over half of people thought it would 
make no difference at all.



However, while few Britons think Facebook’s 
response to fake news has been a comprehensive 
success, it has had some limited cut-through. In 
fact, younger respondents were more likely to be 
satisfied by Zuckerberg’s response. 29% of those 
aged 18 to 24 said their trust in Facebook had  
been restored. 

Although not a resounding vote of confidence, 
this shows Facebook’s response still landed with 
a significant proportion of its audiences. And 
importantly, these demographics are more likely  
to be frequent users of the platform – 90% of  
18 to 24 year olds said they have a Facebook 
account, and 91% of 25 to 34-year olds.

WHAT MEASURES HAS FACEBOOK 
TAKEN TO COMBAT FAKE NEWS?

Agree (strongly or somewhat) with the statement:  
‘Mark Zuckerberg’s statements and communications  

have restored my trust in Facebook as a news source?’

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+

29
%

27
%

26
%

17
%

11
%



WHAT MEASURES HAS FACEBOOK 
TAKEN TO COMBAT FAKE NEWS?

Do you feel Facebook’s actions will 
reduce or increase the amount of 

fake news shared on Facebook?

How much do you agree or disagree 
with the following statement? ‘Mark 

Zuckerberg’s statements and 
communications have restored my 

trust in Facebook as a news source?’

How much do you agree or disagree  
with the following statement? 

‘Facebook’s measures to combat 
fake news have been adequate’

Agree (somewhat or strongly) Neither agree nor disagree Disagree (somewhat or strongly) Don’t know

21%

38%

33%

42%
42%

7%

19% 19%
25%

52%



M ETHODOLOGY

The analysis in this report is based 
on a marketing research survey 
commissioned by international 
business communications 
consultancy Instinctif Partners. 

Survey results are taken from a 
nationally representative survey 
of 2,000 adults, 18 years of age or 
older, living in the United Kingdom. 
Results were gathered from 
11/09/2018-14/09/2018. The survey 
was conducted via online and 
mobile polling by One Poll. OnePoll 
are members of ESOMAR and 
employ members of the MRS.
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